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NUMERICS
+3 dB and –3 dB fades, 164
180-degree rule, 195

A
Act I (Pranks)
  Scene 1, 176
  Scene 2, 176, 178, 179–188
  Scene 3, 176, 178, 189–197
  Scene 4, 176, 178
  Scene 5, 176, 178
  Scene 6, 176, 178
Act II (Pranks)
  Scene 7, 200–210
  Scene 11, 210–221
  Scene 12, 224, 225–230
  Scene 13 (dropped), 224
  Scene 14, 224, 225, 230–243
  Scene 15, 224
  Scene 16, 224
Act III (Pranks), 246. See also Scene 17, Act III (Pranks)
Action Safe Zone, 27
action scenes
  action, defined, 223
  creating suspense, 235–242, 249–252
  editing during motion to hide the edit, 181–183, 228
  jump cuts, 230, 239, 242, 248
  Scene 12, Act II, 224, 225–230
  Scene 14, Act II, 224, 225, 230–243
  smoothing abrupt transitions, 233–234
  syncing action to bouncing ball audio, 235–241
Adobe Premiere, 1
ADR (automated dialogue replacement)
  recordings, 16, 265, 266–268
  ambience track, 273–274
  analyzing
    audio after importing, 39, 169–172
    for color balance, 300–301
    media when importing, 38–39
    video after importing, 39
  animating effects, 287–290
  Animation Editor, 289–290
  Append clip command, 31
  appending clips
    Compound clips, 144
    in Secondary Storyline, 134, 135
    in Timeline, 93–94
    Video Only clip, 227
Apple devices, sharing to, 321–323
Apple ProRes 422 format, 37
Apple ProRes 422 Proxy format, 37–38
archiving tape-based camera footage, 51
assembly edit
  appending clips, 93–94
  Audio Only setting, 92
  described, 85
  inserting clips, 95–96
  methods for adding clips, 91–92
  opening a Project in the Timeline, 85
  overwrite edits, 94–95
  playing the area around an edit point, 92
  using markers and to-do items, 104–107
  using Placeholder clips, 107–108
  Video Only setting, 92
  working in the Timeline, 96–108
audio. See also dialogue scenes
  ADR recordings, 16, 265, 266–268
  ambience track, 273–274
  analyzing after importing, 39, 169–172
  applying effects, 165–169
  background noise removal, 169, 171, 172, 268–272
  for bouncing ball, 235–237, 238–241
  channel configuration for, 155–156
  Channel EQ plug-in, 268–270
  cleaning up Scene 17, Act III, 268–273
  in Compound clips, 137
  in Connected clips, 126, 127–128, 136–137
  detaching from a clip, 160, 161–162
audio (continued)
on the DVD, 265–266
equalization (EQ) effect, 166–169, 268–271
Expander plug-in, 271–272
expanding from the video, 160–161
fades, 163–164, 275–276
fixing problems, 169–172
importance of, 153
Jason’s “Boo!,” 249, 250–251, 252–253
lip sync for, 267
monitoring setup for, 172
music cues, 266, 274–276, 277
music score for Pranks, 266
post-production of, 265
reference waveforms for, 155
Replace with Gap function for maintaining, 124–125
resetting to defaults, 165
soloing a clip, 158
sound design construction, 276–277
sound effects, 154
spotting problems when importing, 39
starting level for, 157
Surround mix, 278–279
syncing action to, 235–241
syncing double-system sound, 162–163
using Connected clips to avoid overwriting, 187
varying music volume during dialogue, 274–276
viewing effects applied, 165
volume control, 157–158, 159–160
watching levels of, 157–158
waveforms for, 154–155
audio effects. See effects, audio
Audio Enhancements Panel, 169, 171, 172
audio meters, 157–159
audio-fade handles, 164
auditioning clips
Bump in the Night sequence, 123–124
changing audition to normal clip, 123
creating auditions in Event Browser, 123
described, 121
duplicating clips as auditions, 122–123
opening the audition window, 121
previewing picks, 122
scrolling through the picks, 121–122
automated dialogue replacement (ADR) recordings, 16, 265, 266–268

B
background noise removal
Audio Enhancements Panel for, 169, 171, 172
Channel EQ plug-in for, 268–270
Expander plug-in for, 271–272
Parametric Equalizer for, 271
Background Tasks dial, 28, 44
Blade tool, 118
Blu-ray disc
burning your movie to, 324–325
creating chapter markers for, 331–333
bouncing ball, 235–241
breaking apart
Compound clips, 140
Secondary Storyline into Connected clips, 136
built-in effects. See effects, audio; effects, video
Bunting, Darren Jon (composer), 266

camera flash effect, 292–293
cameras
DSLRs, importing media from, 49–50
file-based, importing media from, 47–49
tape-based, importing media from, 50–51
viewing formats supported, 47
Channel EQ plug-in, 268–270
camera’s point of view, cutting to, 187
Chirtou, Marios (writer and director), 7
craperboard, 14, 15
clip handles
applying transitions, 147
audio-fade handles, 164
trimming clips, 110
Collections. See also Keyword Collections; Smart Collections
automatic, 44–45, 69–70
benefits of using, 54
described, 25
filtering media by, 67
folders versus, 69
grouping Pranks scenes in, 176–178
identifying in Event Browser, 70
organizing into folders, 75
Color Board, 305–308
color correction
automatic, 300–302
for color balance issues, 300–301
INDEX

Color Board for, 305–308
color masks for, 308–310, 312
Effects Browser color filters for, 300
Histogram for, 305
impact on final film, 299
manual, 302–312
matching color between shots, 301–302
monitoring crucial for, 302
in Pranks Final Cut Project on the DVD, 312
producing gray or black, 300
reasons for, 299, 300
shape masks for, 310–312
for skin tones, 304
Vectorscope for, 303–304
video scopes for, 302–305
Waveform Monitor for, 303
color grading. See color correction
color masks, 308–310, 312
combining Events, 42
Command Editor
assigning your own commands, 33–34
Command Groups column, 33
creating a command set, 33
looking up commands by function, 32–33
opening, 31
switching command sets, 31
viewing commands linked with a key, 31–32
compositing, 282
Compound clips
for applying effects, 138
black segments from overlapping clips, 141–142
breaking into individual clips, 140
creating in the Event Browser, 143–144
creating in the Timeline, 138
empty, creating, 145
in Event Browser, 143–145
for keeping audio with images, 137
naming, 138
opening in the Timeline, 140
for organizing scenes and sequences, 139, 145
Secondary Storylines versus, 138
in Timeline, 138–142
Compressor
creating chapter markers for DVD and
Blu-ray, 331–333
using presets with, 329, 330
workflow for, 330–331
computer requirements
for the DVD, 340
for Final Cut Pro, 20
Connect clip command, 31
Connected clips
applying transitions to, 146
attaching to Primary Storyline, 127–129
for audio clips, 126, 127–128, 136–137
avoiding overwriting audio by using, 187
breaking Secondary Storyline into, 136
changing duration of, 129
for cutaway shots, 132, 229
lifting clips from Primary Storyline, 129–130,
216
moving the connection link, 129
overwriting to Primary Storyline, 129
turning into Secondary Storylines, 132–133,
134–135
uses for, 126–127
continuity script
dialogue letters on, 16
on the DVD, 13
improvisation differing from, 16
for Pranks scene 2, 16, 17
preparation of, 12–13
continuity shot list
dialogue letters on, 16
on the DVD, 13, 15
information provided by, 13–16
for Pranks scenes 1 and 2, 14, 15–16
preparation of, 12–13
copying. See also duplicating
DVD media to hard drive, 22, 341–342
Events, 42
markers in Timeline, 106
Craven, Yvonne (script supervisor), 13
Create new Event command, 30
Create new Project command, 30
credits, 315–317
Crop effect, 284–285, 287
cross-dissolve, 146, 150. See also transitions
crossing the line, 195
CrumplePop effects, 337
customer care options, 343
cutaway shots
connecting to Primary Storyline, 132
Scene 12, Act II (Pranks), 229–230
cutting clips. See trimming clips
D
darur Alden, Eeli (actress), 8, 10
Darce-Alden, Joseph (actor), 8, 12
Dashboard
changing transition duration, 147
described, 28
Ripple edit using, 112
date
changing Event Browser media by, 55–56
ingrouping Events by, 46
deleting or removing, See also trimming clips
background noise, 268–272
clip and leaving a gap, 124–125, 126
clip with Position tool, 125–126
Events, 42
freeze frames, 294–295
Keyword Collections, 72
keywords from clips, 72
keywords from the list, 72
markers in Timeline, 106
metadata from a view, 77
metadata views, 77
Project folder, 90
Projects, 89
ratings from clips, 65
repeated dialogue, 203, 206, 208
soloed clips, 158
transitions, 146
detaching audio from a clip, 160, 161–162
dialogue scenes
ADR recordings for, 16, 265, 266–268
fixing overlapping audio, 205–206, 209,
217–218
improvisation differing from script, 16, 202
interruptions in, 214
L- or J-cuts to mask cuts, 161
letters on continuity shot list and continuity
script, 16
lip sync for, 267
new information delivered by cuts, 221
performances as guide to editing, 202, 221
playing dialogue from one clip over another,
219, 221
removing repeated lines, 203, 206, 208
Scene 7, Act II (Pranks), 200–210
Scene 11, Act II (Pranks), 210–221
Scene 17, Act III (Pranks), 253–254,
256–257, 258, 259–260, 266–268
smoothing abrupt transitions, 203–204,
214–215
starting audio level for, 157
typical footage for, 199
varying music volume during, 274–276
display or monitor
 crucial for color correction, 302
requirements for Final Cut Pro, 20
requirements for the DVD, 340
using a second display, 26, 28
dissolves, 146–147. See also transitions
Distort effect, 287
double-system recording, 162–163
DSLR cameras, importing media from, 49–50
duplicating. See also copying
clip as auditions, 122–123
a metadata view, 77
Projects, 89–90
duration. See also trimming clips
changing for a clip, 112
changing for transitions, 147–148
display when trimming clips, 111
grouping Event Browser media by, 55–56
Timeline display of, 97
DVD disc
burning your movie to, 323–324
creating chapter markers for, 331–333
DVD with this book
accessing content from, 341–342
audio files on, 265–266
contents list, 340–341
continuity script on, 13
continuity shot list on, 13
copying media to your hard drive, 22,
341–342
customer care options, 343
importing media from, 40–47
mounting the disc image file, 22, 341
Pranks Final Cut Project on, 312
script PDF on, 9
system requirements, 340
troubleshooting, 342
video footage on, 2
website for additional content, 339
E
editor
impact on final film, 7
role of, 17–18
effects, audio
applying, 165
background noise removal, 268–272
Channel EQ plug-in, 268–270
equalization (EQ), 166–169, 268–271
Expander plug-in, 271–272
finding, 165
resetting to defaults, 165
turning on and off, 165
viewing applied effects, 165
Effects Browser, 290–291, 300
effects, video
accessing built-in effects, 282–283
animating with Animation Editor, 289–290
animating with keyframes, 287–289
built-in, 281, 282–290
changing clip speeds, 295–297
Compound clips for applying, 138
Crop, 284–285
Distort, 287
Flash transition, 292–293
Flipped, 291–292
Hold (freeze frames), 293–295
Ken Burns, 133, 284, 286
plug-in, 281, 290–297
resources for, 337–338
Retime, 293–297
Transform, 283–284
Trim, 284
equalization (EQ) audio effect
bands displayed for, 167
Channel EQ plug-in, 268–270
described, 166
Graphic Equalizer for, 167
Match Audio feature for, 168–169
Parametric Equalizer for, 167–168, 271
removing background noise, 268–271
erasing. See deleting or removing
establishing shot
described, 180
Scene 2, Act I (Pranks), 180
Scene 3, Act I (Pranks), 190
Scene 7, Act II (Pranks), 202
evaluating the rushes
developing a strategy, 62–63
filtering clips, 67–69
naming clips, 65–66
overview, 62
rejecting clips, 65
removing ratings, 65
selecting Favorites, 63–65
Event Browser
audio analysis from, 169
color balance analysis in, 300–301
Compound clips in, 143–145
creating auditions in, 123
described, 25–26
displaying on second monitor, 26
Filmstrip View, 54–56
filtering clips, 67–69, 73–74
finding clips, 73–74
grouping media in, 55–56, 57
identifying Collections in, 70
List View, 56–58
making the active window, 26
markers in, 104, 105
marking In and Out points, 61–62
naming clips, 65–66
playing selections, 59–61
rejecting clips, 65
removing ratings, 65
selecting Favorites, 63–65
skimming clips, 58–59
Event Library, 25, 26
Events
arranging by most recent, 46–47
combining, 42
copying to another drive, 42
creating new Events, 30, 41
described, 20, 25, 40–41
filtering media by, 67
folders for, 20–21, 25, 45–46
grouping, 46–47
importing files into, 42–44
moving or renaming, 21
moving to another drive, 41–42
relinking missing clips, 22–23
star icon for, 41
exchangeable image file (EXIF) data, 75
Expander plug-in, 271–272
expanding audio from the video, 160–161
exporting your movie
to Apple devices, 321–323
burning to Blu-ray disc, 324–325
burning to DVD disc, 323–324
chapter markers for DVD and Blu-ray, 331–333
Compressor for, 329–333
to Media Browser, 321
monitoring the progress, 320–321
only one entire Project allowed for, 319
publishing to the Web, 325–326
as QuickTime file, 327–329
by roles assigned to clips, 328–329
tools and utilities for, 338
to XML, 333
exposure, correcting, 307–308
external hard drives
copying Events to, 42
dedicated to media storage, 21–22
Events and Projects folders on, 20–21
space required for media files, 22

F
fade-in/fade-out, 146, 150. See also transitions
fades, audio, 163–164, 275–276
Favorite clips
filtering by, 67
marking for Pranks Act I, 178
marking for Pranks Act II, 201, 211
removing ratings, 65
renaming the Favorite symbol, 66
selecting, 63–65
Ferguson, John (director of photography), 8
file status, showing or hiding, 76
file type, grouping media by, 55–56
file-based cameras, importing media from, 47–49
Filmstrip View (Event Browser)
grouping media in, 55–56
switching to, 54
thumbnail display options, 54–55
uses for, 54
filtering clips, 67–69, 73–74
Final Cut Events folder
Collections in, 25
dedicated media drive for, 21–22
location of, 20–21
moving or renaming, 21
Original Media folder in, 36–37
Transcoded Media folder in, 37–38
Final Cut Pro X
Command Editor, 31–34
described, 19
downloading additional content, 20
Event Library, 25, 26
full-screen mode, 23
installing, 20
interface, 23–24
keyboard commands overview, 30–31
launching, 20
locating files for, 20–21
Project Library, 26, 85
reasons for choosing, 1
resizing windows, 23, 24
returning to default layout, 23
system requirements, 20
Toolbar, 28–29
undoing in, 19
using other software with this book, 1
version required for the DVD, 340
Viewer, 27–28
Final Cut Projects folder
dedicated media drive for, 21–22
location of, 20–21
moving or renaming, 21
finding
audio effects, 165
clips by filtering, 73–74
clips using Timeline Index, 102–104
sound effects, 154
transitions, 149
Flash transition, 292–293
Flipped effect, 291–292
folders. See also specific kinds
Collections versus, 69
for Events, 20–21, 25, 45–46
importing as Keyword Collections, 37
for importing media, 36–37
organizing Collections into, 75
for Projects, 20–21, 85, 90
Forsyth, Bill (director), 8
Frame Blending, 296
freeze frames, 293–295
full-screen mode
  Final Cut Pro, 23
  Viewer, 27

G
gaps
  inserting, 124–125
  from overlapping Compound clips, 141–142
  Position tool creation of, 126
  Replace with Gap function, 124–125
  Timeline prevention of, 92
  when lifting clips from Primary Storyline, 129–130
Graphical Equalizer, 167
graphics card requirements
  for the DVD, 340
  for Final Cut Pro, 20

grouping. See also Collections
  Events, 46–47
  media in Event Browser, 55–56, 57
  sorting media in groups, 56

H
handles. See clip handles
hard drives. See also external hard drives
  copying Events between, 42
  grouping Events by, 46
  moving Events between, 41–42
  space required for Final Cut Pro, 20
  space required for media files, 22
  space required for the DVD, 340
Histogram, 305
Hold effect (freeze frames), 293–295
H.264 codec, 49
Hum Removal, 169, 171

I
iLife suite, sharing to, 321
iMovie Projects, importing, 52
Import tab (Preferences window)
  Audio section, 39–40
  described, 36
  Organizing section, 36–37
  Transcoding section, 37–38
  Video section, 38–39
importing media
  analyzing media after, 39
  analyzing media during, 38–39
  from DSLR cameras, 49–50
  from file-based cameras, 47–49
  files into Events, 42–44
  folders as Keyword Collections, 37
  folders for, 36–37
  from iMovie Projects, 52
  Pranks rushes from the DVD, 40–47
  preferences for, 35–40
  from tape-based cameras, 50–51
  transcoding during, 37–38
  viewing background tasks, 44–45
improvisation, changes due to, 16, 202
In and Out points
  marking in Event Browser, 61–62
  in Slip edit, 114
  three-point edit using, 119
Insert clip command, 31
inserting clips
  Compound clips, 144
  in Secondary Storyline, 134
  in Timeline, 95–96
Inspector
  animating with keyframes in, 288–289
  audio analysis from, 171–172
  color masks in, 309
  Crop effect with, 285
  customizing metadata properties, 78–80
  customizing metadata views, 76–77
  described, 29
  fixing audio problems in, 169–172
  manipulating transitions in, 149–151
  modifying Placeholder text in, 107
  showing or hiding, 29
  Text pane, 315
  Title pane, 314–315
  Transform effect with, 283
  Trim effect with, 285
  working with metadata in, 75–76
installing
  DVD with this book, 341
  Final Cut Pro X, 20
  Intelligent Assistance tools, 338
interface overview (Final Cut Pro), 23–24
iPhones or iPads, sharing to, 321–323
iWork suite, sharing to, 321

J
J-cuts, 160–162
jump cuts, 230, 239, 242, 248

K
Ken Burns effect, 133, 286
keyboard commands. See also Command Editor
assigning keywords, 72
benefits of using, 30
essential commands, 30–31
looking up by function, 32–33
for playing selections, 60–61
for skimming, 58–59
switching command sets, 31
Timeline navigation, 101–102
with Trim tool, 116
keyframes
adding to clips, 287
animating effects with, 287–289
controlling audio levels with, 158
Keyword Collections. See also Collections
assigning keywords, 71, 72
benefits of using, 54
for clips with a particular character, 73
deleting a Collection, 72
deleting keywords from clips, 72
deleting keywords from the list, 72
identifying in Event Browser, 70
importing folders as, 37

L
L- or J-cuts, 160–162
launching or opening
Animation Editor, 289
built-in effects, 282–283
Command Editor, 31
Compound clips in the Timeline, 140
Effects Browser, 291
Final Cut Pro X, 20
Music and Sound Browser, 154
Precision Editor, 116
Projects in Timeline, 85
Timeline Index, 103
level control for audio, 159–160
lifting a clip from the Primary Storyline, 129–130, 216
Linear audio fades, 164
lip sync, 267
List View (Event Browser)
  grouping media in, 57
  moving column headers, 57
  showing or hiding columns, 57–58
  sorting media by column header, 57
  switching to, 56
Loudness Audio Enhancement, 169, 170
luminance (luma), 303, 305

M
MacKay, Iaian (camera operator), 18
Mag numbers
  on continuity shot list, 13
  jumps in, 15–16
Magnetic Timeline. See Timeline
marked-up script. See continuity script
markers
  to-do items using, 106–107
  using in Timeline, 104–107
  viewing in Timeline, 103
marking
  Favorite clips for Pranks, 178, 201, 211
  Favorite clips, overview, 63–65
  In and Out points, 61–62
  Rejected clips, 65
  removing ratings, 65
masking
  color masks for, 308–310, 312
  shape masks for, 310–312
master shot
described, 181
Scene 2, Act I (Pranks), 181
Scene 3, Act I (Pranks), 190
Scene 7, Act II (Pranks), 202
Scene 11, Act II (Pranks), 212
Scene 14, Act II (Pranks), 231
Match Audio feature, 168–169
Match Color feature, 301–302
McMullin, John (colorist), 312
media files. See also importing media;
organizing media
copying to your hard drive, 22
dedicated hard drive for, 21–22
hard drive space requirements, 22
relinking missing clips in Events, 22–23
relinking offline media in Projects, 23
video footage on the DVD, 2, 7
viewing in Event Browser, 53–62

metadata
accessing with Inspector, 75–76
camera EXIF information, 75
customizing properties of, 78–80
customizing views of, 76–77
defined, 75
deleting from a view, 77
deleting views of, 77
file status, 76
naming presets using, 78–80
monitor. See display or monitor
monitoring setup for audio, 172
MOS (motor only sync), 14
mounting the DVD disc image file, 22, 341
Movies folder, 20
moving around the Timeline, 96–97, 99–100, 101–102
moving images
Ken Burns effect for, 285
Transform effect for, 283
moving objects
clicks in Timeline, 98
clicks using Slide edit, 115
column headers in Event Browser, 57
connection link, 129
Events, 41–42
markers in Timeline, 106
playhead in Timeline, 102, 106
Music and Sound Browser, 154
music cues
adding to Scene 17, Act III, 274–276
defined, 266
for Pranks final score, 277
music score for Prankss, 266

N
naming or renaming
clips, 65–66, 78–80
Compound clips, 138, 143, 144
creating presets for, 78–80
Favorite or Rejected symbols, 66
navigating the Timeline, 96–97, 99–100, 101–102
Noise Industries FX Factory effects, 338
noise removal. See background noise removal
nonlinear editing packages (NLP), 1, 91

O
offline media, relinking, 22–23
180-degree rule, 195
opening. See launching or opening
opening credits, 315–317
operating system requirements
for the DVD, 340
for Final Cut Pro, 20
optimized media, 37, 38
organizing media. See also Collections
Compound clips for, 139
creating folders for Collections, 75
evaluating the rushes, 62–69
filtering clips, 67–69, 73–74
grouping Events, 46–47
grouping media in Event Browser, 55–56, 57
marking In and Out points, 61–62
metadata for, 75–80
naming clips, 65–66
Projects in folders, 85, 90
rejecting clips, 65
removing ratings, 65
Roles and Subroles for, 80–81
selecting Favorites, 63–65
sorting media in groups, 56
Original Media folder, 36–37
Out points. See In and Out points
overwrite edits
back-timing, 95
with Compound clips, 144
lifting a clip before, 216
position for, 94–95
in Secondary Storyline, 134
Secondary Storyline to Primary Storyline, 136

P
Parametric Equalizer, 167–168, 271
People folder, 39, 45–46
performances as guide to editing, 202, 221, 248
photographic montage, Secondary Storyline for, 133
Placeholder clips in Timeline, 107–108
Play around the head position command, 31
Play backward command, 31
Play forward command, 31
playhead
  applying title at, 313
  moving in Timeline, 102, 106
  in Timeline, 101
  trimming clips to, 112
playing clips
  auditioning, 121–124
  edit point area, 92
  in Event Browser, 59–61
  keyboard commands for, 60–61
  moving the Timeline playhead, 102
  Timeline playhead and skimmer for, 101
plug-in effects. See effects, audio; effects, video
Position tool, 125–126
Pranks. See also specific scenes
  Act I scene breakdown, 176
  ADR recordings for, 16, 266–268
  audio files on the DVD, 265–266
  characters in, 11–12
  continuity script, 16, 17
  continuity shot list, 14, 15–16
  creating an alternative cut, 18
  evaluating the rushes, 62–69, 178
  grouping scenes in Collections, 176–178
  importing media from the DVD, 40–47
  music cues for, 274–276, 277
  music score for, 266
  opening credits, 315–317
  plot summary, 9–10
  script PDF on the DVD, 9
  shooting of, 8
  Surround mix for, 278–279
  three-act structure, 10–11
  video footage on the DVD, 2, 7
Pranks Final Cut Project, color grading of, 312
Precision Editor, 116–118
preferences for importing, 35–40
Primary Storyline
  connecting clips to, 127–129
  connecting cutaway shots to, 132, 229
described, 91
lifting clips from, 129–130, 216
overwriting Connected clips to, 129
overwriting Secondary Storyline to, 136
Project Library, 26, 85
Projects (Final Cut Pro)
  Create new Project command, 30
  creating, 86–89
  custom settings for, 87–88
  deleting folder for, 90
  deleting Projects, 89
  described, 20, 85
  duplicating, 89–90
  folders for, 20–21, 85, 90
  modifying settings of, 88
  moving or renaming, 21
  opening in the Timeline, 85
  relinking offline media, 23
  viewing attributes of, 88
Projects (iMovie), importing media from, 52
ProRes 422 format, 37
ProRes 422 Proxy format, 37–38
publishing to the Web, 325–326
Q
QuickTime file, exporting your movie as, 327–329
R
RAM requirements
  for the DVD, 340
  for Final Cut Pro, 20
Range Selection tool
  removing repeated dialogue, 206
  removing selected area using, 120
  three-point edit using, 119
ratings. See Favorite clips; Rejected clips
Red Giant effects, 337
Rejected clips, 65, 66, 67
relinking media, 22–23
removing. See deleting or removing
renaming. See naming or renaming
Replace edit, 120–121
Replace with Gap function, 124–125
resizing windows, 23, 24
resources, 337–338
Retiming Effects
- Changing clip speeds, 295–297
- Freeze frames, 293–295
- Righting upside-down footage, 291–292

Riley, Alrick (director), 8
Riley, Mark (producer), 7

Ripple edit
- Applying transitions, 147
- Dashboard for, 112
- Described, 111
- By dragging, 111–112
- Keyboard for, 116
- Precision Editor for, 117–118
- Removing repeated dialogue, 203, 206
- Trim tool for, 113
- Trimming clips with transitions, 148
- Trimming to skimmer position, 112–113

Roles and Subroles
- Assigning, 80–81
- Creating, 81
- Exporting your movie by, 328–329
- Subrole categories, 81
- Uses for, 80–81
- Viewing in Timeline, 104

Roll edit, 113–114, 116
Rotating images, 283–284

Rough cut edit
- Auditioning clips, 121–124
- Blade tool for, 118
- Connected clips for, 126–130
- Position tool for, 125–126
- Precision Editor for, 116–118
- Replace edit, 120–121
- Replace with Gap function, 124–125
- Ripple edit, 111–113, 116, 117–118
- Roll edit, 113–114, 116
- Slide edit, 115, 116
- Slip edit, 114, 116
- Three-point edit, 119, 120–121
- Trimming clips, 110–115

S
- Saturation of colors, 303, 306
- Scaling images
  - Crop effect for, 284–285
  - Degradation or blur issues for, 285
  - Transform effect for, 283

Scene 1, Act I (Pranks), 176
Scene 2, Act I (Pranks)
  - Described, 176, 179
  - Editing the scene, 180–188
  - Establishing shot, 180
  - Footage for, 179–180
  - Marking Favorites for, 178
  - Master shot, 181
Scene 3, Act I (Pranks)
  - Described, 176, 189
  - Editing the scene, 190–197
  - Establishing shot, 190
  - Footage for, 189–190
  - Marking Favorites for, 178
  - Master shot, 190
Scene 4, Act I (Pranks)
  - Described, 176
  - Marking Favorites for, 178
Scene 5, Act I (Pranks)
  - Described, 176
  - Marking Favorites for, 178
Scene 6, Act I (Pranks)
  - Described, 176
  - Marking Favorites for, 178
Scene 7, Act II (Pranks)
  - Described, 200
  - Editing the scene, 202–210
  - Establishing shot, 202
  - Footage for, 200–201
  - Marking Favorites for, 201
  - Master shot, 202
  - Project for, 201
Scene 11, Act II (Pranks)
  - Described, 210
  - Editing the scene, 211–221
  - Establishing shot not needed for, 212
  - Footage for, 210–211
  - Marking Favorites for, 211
  - Master shot, 212
  - Opening shot, 212–213
Scene 12, Act II (Pranks)
  - Described, 224, 225
  - Editing the scene, 225–230
  - Footage for, 224–226
Scene 13, Act II (dropped from Pranks), 224
Scene 14, Act II (Pranks)
   described, 224, 230–231
   editing the scene, 230–243
   footage for, 224–225, 231, 234, 243
   master shot, 231
Scene 15, Act II (Pranks), 224
Scene 16, Act II (Pranks), 224
Scene 17, Act III (Pranks)
   adding music cues, 274–276
   ADR recordings for, 266–268
   ambience track for, 273–274
   cleaning up the audio, 268–273
   editing the first half, 247–254
   editing the second half, 255–260
   footage for, 245, 247, 255
   Project for, 246
   removing background noise, 268–272
scapes. See video scopes
script. See also continuity script
   improvisation differing from, 16, 202
   PDF for Pranks, 9
   reading before editing, 9
script supervisor, 12–13, 14, 16
S-curve audio fades, 164
Seagrove, Jenny (actress), 8, 9
searching. See finding
Secondary Storylines
   appending clips, 134, 135
   breaking into Connected clips, 136
   Compound clips versus, 138
   creating from Connected clips, 132–133, 134–135
   inserting clips, 134
   overwrite edits, 134
   overwriting to Primary Storyline, 136
   selecting clips in, 133
   selecting the storyline, 134
   for transitions in Connected clips, 146
   uses for, 133
selecting
   clips in Secondary Storylines, 133
   clips in Timeline, 97–98
   Favorites, 63–65
   Rejected clips, 65
   Secondary Storyline as a whole, 134
Share Monitor, 320–321
sharing your movie. See exporting your movie
shortcuts. See keyboard commands
showing or hiding
   audio meters, 157
   built-in effects, 282
   columns in Event Browser, 57–58
   Event Library, 25
   file status, 76
   filtering clips, 67–69
   horizontal lines on thumbnails, 63
   Inspector, 29
   Project Library, 26
   reference waveforms, 155
   skimmer Info, 58–59
   Timeline Index, 103
skimmer
   showing info, 58–59
   in Timeline, 101
   trimming clips to, 112–113
skimming clips
   in Event Browser, 58–59
   overwrite edit position, 94
   in Timeline, 101
   turning on and off, 31, 58
skin tones, color correction for, 304
slate numbers
   on continuity script, 16
   on continuity shot list, 14
Slide edit, 115, 116
Slip edit, 114, 116
Smart Collections. See also Collections
   adding or changing search items, 74
   benefits of using, 54
   creating from Filter window, 74
   creating when importing video, 39
   identifying in Event Browser, 70
snapping, 31, 98
soloed clips, 158
sound design construction, 276–277
sound effects, 154
split edits, 160–162
staircase sequence (Scenes 12 to 16, Act II)
   described, 224
   footage for, 224–225
   Scene 12, 224, 225–230
   Scene 13 (dropped), 224
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Scene 14, 224, 225, 230–243
Scene 15, 224
Scene 16, 224
starting. See launching or opening
Steadicam
  high and low modes of, 18
  upside-down footage from, 18, 291–292
Stop playback command, 31
Subroles. See Roles and Subroles
Surround mix, 278–279
syncing double-system sound, 162–163
system requirements
  for the DVD, 340
  Final Cut Pro X, 20

T
  take numbers
    on continuity script, 16
    on continuity shot list, 14
tape-based cameras
  archiving footage from, 51
  importing media from, 50–51
text. See titles
  +3 dB and –3 dB fades, 164
  three-point editing, 119, 120–121
Timecode window, 28
Timeline. See also Primary Storyline; Secondary Storylines
  adding audio clips to, 136–137
  appending clips, 93–94
  changing clip appearance in, 100–101
  described, 26
  duration display in, 97
  finding clips in, 102–104
  fixing audio problems in, 172
  gaps prevented in, 92
  inserting clips, 95–96
  keyboard navigation in, 101–102
  Magnetic property of, 92
  making the active window, 26
  markers in, 104–107
  methods for adding clips, 91–92
  moving clips in, 98
  moving the playhead in, 102, 106
  navigating, 96–97
  opening Compound clips in, 140
  opening Projects in, 85
  Placeholder clips in, 107–108
  selecting clips in, 97–98
  skimmer and playhead in, 101
  snapping in, 98
  to-do items, 106–107
  using Compound clips in, 138–142
  zooming in, 99–100
Timeline Index, 102–104
Title Browser, 313–314
Title Safe Zone, 27, 314
titles
  adjusting in Inspector, 314–315
  applying at playhead position, 313
  changing the text in the Viewer, 313–314
  font required for exercise, 340
  opening credits, 315–317
  prebuilt, 313
  Title Safe Zone, 27, 314
to-do items in Timeline, 106–107
toggle commands. See also showing or hiding
  for audio effects, 165
  for skimming, 31, 58
  for snapping, 31, 98
Toolbar, 28–29
tooltips, 24
Transcoded Media folder, 37–38
transcoding
  Compressor for, 329–333
  defined, 37
  optimizing media when importing, 37, 38, 49
  to ProRes 422 Proxy format, 37, 38
Transform effect
  animating with keyframes, 287–289
  applying, 283–284
Transition Browser, 148–149
transitions
  changing duration of, 147–148
  clip handles for, 147
  described, 145
  dissolves, 146–147
  manipulating in Inspector, 149–151
  overlap for, 147
  removing, 146
  Transition Browser for, 148–149
  trimming clips with, 148
transport controls (Viewer), 27
Trim effect, 284
trimming clips
  after adding transitions, 148
  Blade tool for, 118
  Connected clips, 129
defined, 110
  editing during motion to hide the edit, 181–183, 228
  handles of clips, 110
  inside Secondary Storylines, 133
  keyboard commands for, 116
to playhead or skimmer position, 112–113
Ripple edit, 111–113, 116, 117–118, 147, 148, 203, 206
Roll edit, 113–114, 116
Slide edit, 115, 116
Slip edit, 114, 116
Trim effect for, 284
  viewing both clips, 110–111
troubleshooting the DVD, 342
turning on and off. See toggle commands

U
undoing in Final Cut Pro X, 19
Uniformity slider for audio, 170
unrating clips, 65
upside-down footage
  righting with Flipped effect, 291–292
  from Steadicam, 18

V
Vectorscope, 303–304
video
  analyzing after importing, 39
  spotting problems when importing, 38–39
  video effects. See effects, video
  Video Only clips, 92, 227
  video scopes
    accessing, 302
    Histogram, 305
    Vectorscope, 303–304
    Waveform Monitor, 303
Viewer
  buttons, 27
  changing title text in, 313–314
described, 27
displaying on second monitor, 28
  full-screen mode, 27
volume
  controlling, 159–160
  fades, 163–164, 275–276
  fixing problems, 169, 170
  varying for music during dialogue, 274–276
VRAM requirements
  for the DVD, 340
  for Final Cut Pro, 20

W
Waveform Monitor, 303
Web, uploading your movie to, 325–326
Wiley Product Technical Support, 343
windows (Final Cut Pro)
  resizing, 23, 24
  returning to defaults, 23

X
XML, exporting to, 333
X2Pro Audio Convert utility, 338

Z
Zoom to fit command, 31, 99
Zoom to Samples feature, 99
zooming images. See scaling images
zooming in Timeline, 100–101